Nutrition Cluster
Who, What, Where Map
Iligan
Map shows the humanitarian organisations working on nutrition cluster activities at each Evacuation Centre (EC) / Transitory Site (TS) together with number of people at each centre (as of 22nd January).
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ECs, existing
Centre Name PCODE Population
Laville Gymnasium 10350403002 236
Luinab Elementary School 10350403001 1582
Madrasi(*) 1035040702 123
Mandulog Brgy. Hall 10350401401 55
Santiago Gymnasium 10350403501 539
Sta. Filomena Gymnasium 10350402101 1875
Tambacan Elementary School (Tents) 10350402501 410
Tent City 10350401701 714
Ubaldo Laya Elementary School 10350404602 1126
Upper Hinaplanon Elem. School 10350404701 1351
Villa Verde Gymnasium 10350404801 87

(*) exact location to be verified, not shown on map